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MODELING OF CONVECTION PHENOMENA IN BRlOGMAN-STOCKBARGER CRYSTAL GROWTii

Frederick M. Carl son. Arsev H. Erasl an and J i-Zen Sheu

Clarkson University, Potsdam, New York 13676, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Thermal convection phenanena in a vertically oriented Bridgman-Stockbarger apparatus
were modeled by computer simulations for different. gravity conditions, ranging from
earth conditions to extremely low gravity, approximate space conditions„ The model-
ing results were obtained by the application of astate-of-the-art, transient,
multi -dimensional , completely de nsi metri cal 1 y coupled, discrete-el ement computati ov-
al model which was specifically developed for the simulation of flow, temperature,
and sped es concentration conditions i n two-phase (solid-1 iqui d) systems. The compu-
tational model was applied to th^a simulation of the f1 av and the thermal conditions
associated with the .convection phenomena in a modified Germanium-Silicon charge
enclosed in a stationary fused -silica ampoule. The results clearly indicated that
the gravitational field si:rength influences the characteristics of the coherent
vortical flay patterns, interface shape and position, maximum melt velocity, and
interfacial normal temperature gradient.

INTRODUCTION

It is well estrablished that melt convection exerts a strong influence on the
processes that control the growth of compound serrriconductor crystal s. In Bridgman
crystal growth, convection is driven by density differences in the melt which
continuously interact with the local gravitational field. The majority of , the
problems encountered during attempts to produce homogeneous, defect-free crystals,
are attributed to the direct result of melt convection. through its influence on the
heat and. mass ,transport during solidification. Consequently, measures are usually
taken to minimiz© convection and to enhance the possibility of crystal growth in a
diffusion dominant regime. The microgravity environment of space offers excellent
controlled laboratory conditions for .studying the characteristics of the convection
phenomenon in crystal growth which is simultaneously controlled by the density
differences in the melt and the gravitational force field.

The physicochemical characteristics of crystals grown in space under microgravity
conditions. are usually quite different than their earth based counterparts grown
under otherwise similar conditions. These differences however cannot be explained on
the basis. of the currently available mathematical models with analytic solutions
(e.g., Sukanek, 1982; Lehoczky and Szofran, 1982), because their inherent simplify-
ing assumptions usually tend to discard certain important details of the physical
phenomena which control crystal growth. Order of magnitude studies (e. g., Camel and
Favier, 1984) can also yield useful information, but again, generally lack the
capability to consi der the detailed consequences of the physical phenomena which are
necessary to explain the different results of the experiments. Relatively simple,
analytic or can putati oval model s w h i ch only consi der diffusion ( e. g. , Cori e11 and
Sekerka, 1979) are also usually inadequate in studies concerned with the understand-
ing of the physics of crystal growt" ^ ^^obl^-- ^^^ a use they completely disregard the
presence of the convection phenomenon which can strongly influence the solidification
process.

The overall objective is to provide the required state-of-the-art computational
modeling capability which can consider all the effects of the important physical
phenomena, including convection and diffusion transport, body forces induced by
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e"^ectranagnetic fields, Coriolis acceleration, and the acceleration due to transl9nt
motion, both under earth and microgravity space conditions. An Important part of tt,e
overall obi active i s to understand the rol a of melt convection i n crystal growth.
Consldering the fact that melt convection has not been established i;a be .universally
detrimental, a high level understanding of the physical phenomena can possibly
provide a means of controlling convection, and hence, optimizing or improving the
crystal growth process,

This study presents the results of the preliminary applications of the computational
model to the si^^ul ation of crystal growth n a stations ry cylindrical ampoule,
under axially symmetric, thermally driven flow conditions, without any solutal
convection, and with the gravitational force a1 i gned with 'the vertical ampoule axis.
The results are presented for sytematicall,y varying gravitational field strength
conditions, and for typical furnace conditions, in order to illustrate the effects
of the gravity field on the crystal growth process in a relatively well controlled
Bridgman system.

SUMMARY OF DISCRETE-ELEMENT COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

The discrete-element method (DEM) (e. g., Eraslan, 1974; Eraslan, Lin and Sharp,
1982; Eraslan and Lin, 1985; Eraslan 1985) directly utilizes the integral-forms of
the .physical principles in the development of the spatially discretized canputation-
al systems for the soluticns of the velocity, temperature and species mass-fraction
(conwntration) conditions, by identically satisfying the conservation principle for
melt mass in each and every ++ element++ . Since, it does not require , any consideration
of the continuum- limit partial differential equations (i.e., continuity equation,
Navier-Stokos equation, energy equation, etc.), associated with the formulations of
the conventional mathemati cal model s, the OEM i s conceptually and mathemati ca11y
different than the finite-difference method (FDM) and th© finite-element method
(FEM); and it is similar (only conceptually) to classical fluid-in-cell (FLIC) and
integrated-finite-difference (box) direct numerical simulation methods Ce.g.,
Gentry, Markin and Daly, 1966; Harlow and Amsden, 1969; Roache, 1972).

Composite-Space-Spi fitti ng Al gorithm

The application. of the three-dimensional OEM to the simul ation of the convection anc
diffusion phenomena in crystal growth considers a special discretization form, in
cylindrical coordi Hates ( r, e, z), which utilizes four partially overlapping hal f-
el amen°^:s, i n the (r, e) plane, i n each element. Two hal f-elements are used for the
computation of the r-component of velocity, and two half-elements are used for the
Computation of the 9 —component of velocity, in each. element. The three-dimensional
method calculates (1) the melt free-surface elevation in N elements of the surface
l ayer, (2) the r-component of vel Deity i n 2N hal f-elements, (3) the e-component of
vel Deity 1 n 2N hal-f-elements, C4} the z-component of vel Deity on N encl osure surfs-
ces, (5) the pressure on N enclosure surfaces, {6) the temperature in N elements,
and (7) the species mass-fractions (concentrations) in N elements of the computa-
tional region. The complete computational system of 7(seven) sets of spats al l y
dicretized equations for elements (i=1,2,...,I;,j=1,2,...,J; R=1,2,...,L) can be
represented as

ah

8t 1' ^ = Ldi screte^el e;nent equations for mel t-surface e1 evati on i n the elements
of the surface layer (^=L)],

a ^r;it^, j,J^ = [discrete-element equations for r-component of velocity in the 2(two)at	 hal f-elements of the internal 1 ayers7,

2
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aV®;i,3^,^ =Cdiscret^-element equations for 8-component of velocity in the 2ftwo)8t	 h al f-el ements of the internal 1 ayersa,

V z; i ^ ^ ^^^ = Cdi screte-element equations for z-component of vet ocity at the
enclosure surfaces, between the internal layers of the elements],

P i ^ j ^ R_^ =Cdi screte-element equations for pressure at the encl osure surf aces
between the Internal layers of the elements].

aT
i^j, t a Cdiscret©-element equations for temperature in the olements7,

at

aCk
ti,3,^ = [discrete-element equ^►tions for species mass-fractlon (concentration)

at	
in the elements].

The discrete-el ement system i s f ormul ated by considering spats al l y di screti zed forms
of the phenortref;ol ogi cal parts, .represented as (1) "flow" for melt mass transport in
the conservation of mass equation, (2) "con y " for "convection'+ transport in all
equations, (3) "fore+ for "pressure force +' and "body force" (including the "gravity
force ++ and the "Coriolis force ++ > in ali maneni;um equations, (4) "visc" for "viscous
stress'+ in all momentum equations, (5) "cond,k" for "thermal conduction" in the
energy squats on, (6) "di ff, D" for "mass diffusion" i n the specs es-mass-conservation.
equations, and (7i "gent" for "generation" in the energy and species-mass-
conservation equatlons.

Composite-Time-S pl itti ng Al gori thm

Timewise numerical integration of the DEM model is based on a novel, explicit compu-
tational algorithm which uses the composite-time-splitting technique. The numerical
Integration advances the solution in time by considering (1) a single-step, two-
time-1 evel parts al al gorithm for the calculations of "con y ", the convection trans-
port terms, which guarantees the elimination of the first-order numerical dispersion
effects, and (2) a two-step, three-time-level parts al al gorithm for the calculations
of "fore", the force terms, "vise", "cond,^^", diff,D", th® nonconvective transport
terms, and "gan g", the generation terms.

With the known solution set at the initial time t n , the composite-time-splitting
algorithm of timewise numerical integration can be represented in the .generalized
difference operator notation for the phenomenological parts.

At the i ntermedi ate time level tn^^ to + Y tGt
ĉ  :

(1) melt-surface elevation h,

n+}^	 n	 n	 n	 n	 n	 1	 a 8 - n
h ^ = h.	 + Y of Co	 h]	 + Y of [	 (--)oz]	 (1)
i, j	 i, j	 C	 flow i, j ,JL	 t	 +S	 at	 i, j ,L

(2) r-component of vel oci ty Vr .

n#^	 n	 n n	 nVr ^i
±Z, j ,^ _ V=ii±^,j^P. + Ytbt ^^conv r]i.±^^j,^

^ Y^Atn ^^
forc^r] it^L^ j

^^ + Yt^tn 
^^viscllr]
	 (2)

,^



t k	 /^

(3) e-component of vet oci ty Vg,.

n+'^	 = n	 n n	 n
e	 ^ '^ ^.	 8; i, j_^, R	 t	 cony a i, j±^, ^.

+ Ytetn [°£orcv9] i,j ±Z,X. + Y t°t ^ [°viscV9]i,j *Z, R

(4) temperature T,

Tn^ = Tn	 + Y °tn [ en T] n 	+ Y etn [en	 T]n
i, j,^	 i, j,R	 t	 Cony i,j,R	 t	 cQnd,e i,j,R

	

n n	 n+ 
Y t°t [ °$anrq] i, j ,1t

(S) mass-fraction (concentration) C k of species-k;

Cn^	 = Cn	 + Y etn [en C, ] n 	 + Y Atn [en 	 ^ ]n
k,i, j,k	 k;i, j,1C	 t	 cony ee i<, j,R	 t	 diff,D k i, j,R

_.._,!S.

(3)

(4)

	

n n	 n

(6) z-component of velocity YZ,

z i i , j ,R+^	 z3iajalZ^'^	 fls7w z i, j,R	 ^{'^	 3t	 i,j,R

(7) pressure p,

pn^^ 1 _ .pn^	

+ [CBVz, ]
n+^ + L°n^^ V ]n

i , j , R '-4	 i,j,lL+^	 8t	 °2 i,.j ,R	 cony z ^,j,R

forc z i,j,R	 vise z i,j,R

at the sot ution (final? ti me 1 evel to+i ^ to + etn

{1) melt-surface elevation h,

hn+1 = hn + etn 
[°n+Z h]n+z ,^ °tn [ 

+S 
(at) ez]i^l,L

i,j	 i,j	 flow i,j ,L

C2) r-component of velocity Vr,

n+1	 n+%	 n

Vr^i±'6,j,R = Vr^i^'-c,j,R + 
°tn [°conv^r]iiti,j,R

forc r i+^, j,R	 vise r i.±^, j,lt

(5)

(6)

(7)

,.a

(8)

(^)

"^.

4
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(3) ^-canponent of veT oci ty V^,

'^e ;^,j+^,R ^ v a^i,j±^,R + et° [e^^^Vea^,jt^,R

n ^ n+^ ^n+1̂ 	 ^, btn n+^	 n+^	 (10)+ ^t	 ^£arc^8 i, j±'^,R^	 C^vi^cv8^i,j±^,R.

t4) temperature T,

Tn+1 ^ Tn	 ^, stn CQn+^ T^n+^ ,^ stn ^^n+^ T^n+^
i, j,a	 i, j,tt	 cony i., j,	 cond,e	 i, j,A.

+ Qtn ren+^ 
gin+^ 	 (11)

genr i, j,R

(5) mass-fraction (conosntration) ^ k of species-k:

^n+1	 s ^n	 + stn ^^n+3g ^ ]:n^ .̀^ + dt^ ^^n+'-^ D ^n+%^
k;i,.j,R,	 k;i,j,R	 cAnv k i,j,R	 ^iff,D k i,j,^G

+ 4tn CngenrCk^i,j,^	
(1^)

(6) z-component of veloci ty Vz,

yn+1	 ^ ^n+1	 + CQ n+^ ^ ^ n+'1	 ^ 1	 ^a^^^{'^n+1	 (13)
z;i, j,it^	 z;i, j,k-^	 flow z i , j ,^	 1 +^	 at	 i,.fi,R,

t7) pt^ensure p,

pn+1	 ^ pn+1	 ,^ ^(aVz^QZ]n+^ + ^^n+1 ^ ^n
i,j,l^-^	 L,j,R+^!	 8t	 i,j,Q	 eOnV z l,j, ^

n+1	 n+1	 n+1	 n+1

+ ^4 forc^z^i,j,1^ + C^visc^z^i,j,k	
(14)

Phenomenological Parts of the Difference Operators

The . spatially discretized phenomenological parts of the difference operators in
Eqs. (1) th rough (14) are formulated, according to the composite-space-splitting

al gorithm of the DEM, at the two ti me 1 evel s, t o and tn^^, of the composite-ti me-
splitting algorithm.

Abbreviated forms %sf the "flow" difference operator for thA ,malt-surface elevation
at the i ni ti 41 time 1 evsl i; n and at the i rter'medi ate time 1 evel t o+^, respecti vel y,
can be represented as:

	

^^fiowh
^i,j ^ ^q• (Y5b}, with n+Z replaced by n	 (15a)

5
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n,^,^	 n+^ ^	 l	
___..

	

^Q flowrh^i, j	 ^	 ^ l ^, sn+^ ) ^^'^^ i-^, 3, L r ^S ^i+^, j ,^

Z,i,j	 i,j,L

	

+ additional flow terms for melt mass transport.	 (15b)

Abbreviated forms of the ^^conv^^ difference operator for the r-component of velocity

at the initial time 1 ev^e1 to and at the i nterme diate time 1 evel tn ► respectivel y,
can 5e represented as:

^^'convyr^r-^,j,^ Y Eq• (16b1, with 
n+^ replaces{ by n,	 (16a)

C
"n+l̂ 	 t n	 n

C^COnv r^i-^^jtR x ;fin+^	 ^11,}, ^n+^	 ) ^^>r3i"^ztj^^ yr i i '^tJ',^ - VY'^i'^,j,k)
i-^ ► j?^,	 i-^sj,^

- Gn+^-^	 ^ yn	 _ vn	 )

+ addi tior^.a1 convective transport termsa	 (16b)

Abbreviated forms of the ^^forc^^ difference operator for the r-component of velocity

at the i niti al time 1 eyel to and at the i ntermedi ate time 1 evel t o+^, respectively,
can be represented as:

C^forc^r^i -^, j ,^, - 
Eq. (17b), with n+'^ replaced by n,
	

(17a)

^on
^ V ]nom	 =	 1	

^An+}^	
^ pn+%	 _ pn-►}̂ 	 )

	

fore r i -Z,jr k 	Vn+^	 1 ,^, n+=^	 )	 r i i=^^ j , R	 f-%^, j,^ 	 i - ^'£^ j,^
1 -^, j ,^ (	 Si'^,j,^

- Ax ^ i ^]^ k (pi ^ j ,^ 	 pi''-t,j,Rl

+ additional pressure. terms] + ^a+^ coseN+=

+ ^n+l-^	 ^n+'^	 _ ^n^.^	 fit►+% 	̂
(17b )

9,i-^,j,R z,i-Z,J,R	 z,i-1L,J,^ 9,i-%L,J,^

Abbreviated forms of the "visr'^ difference operator for the r-component of velocity

at the initial time level t o and at the intermediate time level tn^^, r^apectively,
can be represented as:

	

^wisc^r^i- z,j,^, - 
Eq. (18b), with n+l̂  replaced by n,	 (18a)

6
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Conte V ^n+^	 ,^	 1
vatsc r i^^L/^ ► ^	 yn+^ 	 (^ + Sn^

	

r i^'^,^,^ v ,rr;i-^xl j ► R, 	 r ^.,^,^ v ,rr;i,;j,^

+ additional viscous stress terms (v	 o	 , o	 )]	 (18b)v ,rr	 v ,8r v ,zr

The spatially disc'retized phenomenological parts of the different® operators in
Eqs. (1.) through (14) 'for (1) the ^-component of v®loci°ty, (2> the pressure (from
the z-component of the momentum equation ) ► (3) the temperature, and (4) the mass-^
fraction (conce ,ntration) of species-^^ are also formulated, according to the

canposite-space-spl fitting a1 gorithm of ^^he DEM, at the two+ tine 1 eve1 ^, t o and t`^^^,
of the composite-'time-spl fitting algorithm.

The enclosure surface areas Ar , Ae and Az and the volumes v of the elements and

hat f-elements:, used in the formulations of the difference operators, Eqs. (16a)
through (18b), are formulated according to the spatial discretization of the DEM in
cylindrical coordinates (r,©,z), i.e.,

	

Ar	 ra^aez, A® = nrez, ^1z = reeer, v	 roaerai	 ^	 (19)

The DEM formulation of the computational. model considers the mathematical systQm as
completely densimetrically coupled, in the Sense that the density variatio;^s, with
temperature and species mass -fractions, are retained ex^;'^tl.y in all the terms of the
governs ng di screte-el ement equations. Therefore, the DEM model does not resort to
the use of the. simplifying Boussinesq approximation (e. g., Eraslan, Lin and Sharp,
1982) ; but i't considers the variations of the density i n farms of the generalized
canpressi bil sty fraction s def i ned as

p ^ p o (1 +^)	 p o (1 + R^	 (20)
0

such that the directional flow rates across the enclosure surfaces of the elements
and half-e1 ements explicitly include the 1 ocal effects of tom pres si bi 1 i ty, i . e. ,

6s ^ r = rneoz Vr (1 + s); G s ^ e - ores V8 (1 + s); Ga,z	 roedr V^(1 + a)	 (21)

The general abbreviated forms of the ^^conv^^ difference operator, associated with
convective transport for the solution temperature T and species mass-fraction
(concentration) C k , at two time levels, can be expressed as

[Q°	 F] `.'	 = Eq . (22b) , with n+l̂  replaced by n , 	 (22a
cony i,j,k

cony i ,],^	 yn+l-s ^1 ,}, s il-F}i ^	 Slrii-^^3,J^	 ^-^t/J/ £ 	i>J ► ^

11J^ R 	ieJr^

+rn+ ̂  ^	 ^ Fn ^	 - Fn

	

Sf^il'^"^f^.R	 i+2,J+ R	^ ► Jed

+ additional convective transport terms (F)] 	 (22b)

7
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It is importan M to paint out •that the special farm of the canvect •Ive transport tarnlr
formulated as tl^e differenoa between the value of the flow variable at the enclosure
s^u!rface and its computational val ue i n the element or hat f-e1 ement, represents a t^e+,r
i'r^tensiva-form. iIF^), which introduces more desirable stability characteristics to
the numerical su1 utions.

Directional -Transportive-Upwind-lnterpo1 anon (DTUT)

The general computational al gorithm of the. discrete-elerrent method ( DEM) incorpor-
ates the directional -transportive -upwind-interpolati on ( DTUI) technique which

represents a sea^nd-order formulation, based on fl) hrlf-point velocity ccxnponerits
at the enclosure surfaces of the elements and half-el^etnents and (2) the specified
time step of numerical integration. The second-order upwind-differencing technique
evaluates th© transported values pf the intensive flow properties at specific
locations upstream of the enclosure surface as they move with the flay during the
.specified time ;period, i.e.,

r
i^^, j ,R

= ri -^,3,R
+ nri-^,f,R

r
i-^, j,R.

- a of V	 (23 a)
t	 . r;i-'^,3,R

8 i - '^^,J, R =	 8 3.--^,3,R i-'^.^,R ^.°-^,^ , R G	 6;i -^g,^,l^

zi-^,3, R R zi-'^,3,R ^ Gzl_^,], 1G = zi-=^,j,1L
- aC^t 

V^^i-%,,^,R	 ^23c)

where,

^^; s Qa ^ ^ Q: 3 ^dppend i ^^ Qn L:i^ c3taUi ^ i tf ^.il^r^^t^r^ ^t 1 ^J ^ e	 ^ LY3

With the evaluated, directional-transportive-upwind locations,. Eqs. (23a), (23b) and
(23c), the computational algorithm uses the multi -dimensional - interpolation (MDI)
algorithm to evaluate the directional -transportive-upwind values of all the fluid
properties at the transport enclosure surface, by using the val ues of the f1 ui d
properties in all the ad,^aoent elements and/or hat f-elements.

As examples, the MDI forms of the DTUI val ues of the r-component of vel ocity and the
temperature or sp6cies mass-fraction (concentration) can be represented as

V
rii'1'2,J,R 

°MDI 
CVr(ri_^ ,J, R ' el.-^,^,^^ Zi -z,j,JC,

	

Ur;i-%^, (i-1)-f^-^;J,],±^^,1^,R*1)^	 (25a)

F ,	 =MDICF(r. 1	 e	 z,	 F	 )^	 (25b)i -'f,], R	 1`^,J,z	 i'z,3,R	 1'%,J,^	 i,i-19J,3±1^^,,R^1

Discussions of Convergence (Consi stency, Stabi 1 ity, Accuracy)

The composite-space-time-splitting, with di rectional-transportive-upwind-
interpolation .and multi.-dimensional-interpolation, (CSTS-DTUI-MDI) algorithm tends
to eliminate all the nonphysical contributions of the numerical dispersion ( canputa-
tionally generated) effects to the transport. The application of the heuristic
stability technique (e. g., Roach e, 1972) to the linear model systems, representing
the identical wave, convection and diffusion phenomena establishes that the
convergence of the ( CSTS-DiUI-MDI) al g^rithm to the partial c!ifferenti al equations

8
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t,POE) 1s of accuracy order at z tat square) in the time step for each of the
pheno^^e ;^ol ogi cal terms, provl ded that all the required stability crlteri a,
{).) Courant-Friedrichs-Levy {CFl.), based on the surface wave speed for maximum melt
depth Dm^ t2) Courantr based on the maximum velocity Amax in the malty and

{3) Neumann based on the maximum diffusivity Amax in the solid and/'or in irhe melt,

are met. i.^.r

at lea Dmax3^ ^ 1
	 {26a)

m n ^r,^"QB,A^

n#, V
r	 !^X ..

min(nr,rQe,^z) ^ 1	
{26b)

of max^cma^)
< 1	 {Z6c)

[rnin(4r,r^a,aza
2 ^.

It is important to point out that the stability of the CSTS-TC^JI-MDI algorithm is
compl etel y i ndependent of all the consi d ®rations of the characteristic numbers,
including Prandtl, Schmidt, and Grashof numbers. The expanded limit of the
discrete-element. system converges directly to the standard transient throe-^
dimensional PDE system, with the additional error terms that can be represented in
the form of higher-order-derivative tti0p) terms, i.e..

eantinuiiy equation:

.. ^. ^r (rp^,.) + r ae tape) } az (p^z)

1	 a	 a a	 ; m	 )7= et N00 [ (^^^r r ) F 
( armazn armazn armazn	

+n -^ 2

ca+n	 m+n	 m+n

+et 2 NOD ^ F ( a 	 a	 a	 ; m+n > 2)]
armazn armazn armazn

r-component of the Navier-Stakes tN-5) equation

at (Pyr) - r ar (rp^^,^r) + r ae (p ^e^r ) - ^ X 82 ^ az (pvZu^^

^p + 1 a...	 + 1 
ac
v,er cv,ee + ao

ar r ar ( rv^,rr)	 r ae	 - _ r	 az

- gapCOSnN ^ r + P (^cor,N,6 y z ^ ^^^^,N,z^A^

1	 amp a^" a`^"
+ of HOD C t^ -rt) F 

( armazn' armazn' armazn
 ' m+n = 2 Vr

^	 m+n	 m+n	 m+n

+ et2 N00 [ F (a	
a	 a	

; m+n > 2)V ^

armazn armazn armazn	
r

9

_^.,	 .... ^,
^'	 ^^.,.^	

.a.	 x.	
u	 :.:.	 X

{27)

tas)

^,
•^

a

t
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each of the remaining DEM equations also converges to the appropriate PDE with 4t2
order accuracy in the time step.

It is important to point out that in all pEM equations ► the selection s.^f the value

of the parameter Y t^ for determining the inter^m^di.ate time level to+1/2, as

Yr	 0.5 - 0.6 (depending on the stability characteristics), 	 t29)

results i n the elimi nation of t)^e ^-crder terms i n Eye. t27), t28) and all other
PDE equations. Therefore, the CSTS-DTUD-MDI algorithm tends to eliminate all the
numerical dispersion effects in the solution of the ^JEM computational model ^ and
hence, it can be classified as a consistent and st^lble (i.e., convergent) algorithm
with second-order convergent accuracy in time stew 4t.

Consideration of the Solid and Melt Subregions and Modeling of the Phase Change at
the Interfcce

The DEM ^^nodel utilizes the same computational algorithm for the calculations of the
solution: in .both the melt and solid subregions of •she entire region of the charge,
by consY deri ng two different marker val ues for i donti fyi ng each el ement as contain-^
ing either oo11d tmarker = 0) or melt tmarker - 1, as 1 squid), The computational
al gorithm changes the marker ^al!ae i n an element only as a consequence of the
phase change conditions in *'ae e19me^;t, according to a kinetic phase-change
submode1. The phase changb^ ^jhenanenon C sol i di f i cats on or melting) i s formul ated by
considering the solidification tmeltin g ^ temperature and the phase diagram of the
charge, and the local temperature and species mans-fraction tconcentration)
distributions along the. solid-malt interface, which are controlled by the overall
heat transfer and mass transport conditions of the crystal growth experiment. The
special formulations of the DEM computational model and the kinetic phase-change
submodel eliminate the raved to consider different numerical 5alutions for the solid
and melt subregions, and more importantly, eliminate the need to match conditions. at
the solid-melt interface as a moving boundary.

APPLICATIQN TU A TYPICAL BRIDGMAN-STOCKBARGEF^ EXPERIMENT

The outlined DEM computational model was applied to the simulation of a typical
Bridgman -Stockbarger crystal grov^th experiment for studying the convection pheno-
menon under varying gravitational field strength conditions.

Description of the Apparatus

An ampoule, i nsul ated on both its top and bo atom, i s pl aced i n the middle of a
furnace which has a large. adiabatic zone (Fig. 1). The hot and cold zones are
arranged such that parts of the ampoule wall can be maintained at approximately
constant temperature levels abo^^e and below the charge melting point. The ampoule is
made of fused silica, with 0,185 an thick walls, an outer diameter of 1.805 cm, and
an overall length of 7.fi192 cm. The stationary ampoule contains a urge similar to
a Germanium-Silicon compound, except that the solutal coefficient. of volume
expansion has been set equal to zero. Because the charge contracts upon solidifica-
t-ion, the top of the melt is not held in contact with the ampoule,'but it is allowed
to behave as a free surface, which closely simulates the actual processing
conditions. 7hermophysical properties of the system are also given in Fig. 1.
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^ 'kR

Fig. 1. Schematic of a Bridgman-Stockbarger System and. Thermophysical Properties,

Description of the Computer Simulation.

In prof iminary app1 i .̂ ations of the general, trar^sient, three-dimensional 4EM
C;xnputational model to the described sfn,u1atinn of the Bridgman^ •Stockbarger crystal
growth experiment, it was assumed that the direction of the gravitational field was
aligned with the ver^ical axis of the ampoule. Furthermore, it was asstnned that the
the axi a1 symmetry conditions caul. d be maintained under al l applied vertical gran i-
tational force fields.

The computer simulations were started with. an arbitrary, but realistic, solid-melt
interface 1 ocation attd shape i n the ampoule. For a specified gravitational f i el d
strength, the transient computer simulations were continued until steady-state
conditions were atta ned Eoth'for the location and shap3 of the interface, and for
the coherent recirculanion patterns of the convection cells in the melt.

Discussfion of Results

The gravitational field strength was allowed to vary from 1.Og® to 10-8ge in four

steps, The flow fields resulting from this systematic variation are presen ed in
Figs. 2-5 n which orl y hal f of the r-z plane i s shown. The strongest circulation at
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any gravitational level is always in the largest cell which is ad,^acent to the wall 	
r

fn the vicinity of the heater zone. Cell circulation is counterclockwise with the 	 j
flow upward along the wall ► as denoted by the positive value ^r^r streamfunction V^.
The center of any cell is the maximum. value of ^ for that col	 Equal ^ increments
are then shown between the center of each cell and the zero value on the ampoule 	 j
wall. Adf anent cells always rotate i n opposite directions. 	 j

As gravity decreases, both the quantative and. qualitative nature of the flow and
transport change. Four cells ddcrease to one and then increase again to two, but the
nature of the flow has changed in the process. The horizontally stratified cells of
Fig. 2 give way to the unicellular flow of Fig. 4 which 1n turn yields to the
vertical cell pattern of Fig. 5. This could have a substantial influence on the
transport process if the transport equation is convection dominated. Semiconductor
melts typically have Prandtl and Schmidt numbers on the order of 0.01 and .100.0,
respectively. Consequently, while rather vigorous convection will be necessary to
affect heat transport, species transport is altered at much lower melt velocities.
Thus, while the species distribution. is nearly uniform within the cells of Fig. Z;
species transport between cell s i s by diffusion making the horizontally stratified
f i e1 d considerably different than the vertical f i el d.

Figure 6, a pl of of the interface 'r'or various gravity 1 evel s, shows that convection
has no influence on interface shape or location at intensities less than 10 -4ge . At

higher levels the inter°face progressively moves downward into the cold zone and
changes shape. A recent publication (Carl son, Fri pp, and +Crouch, 1984) has shown that
changing the sign of the interface curvature radically alters the flow field. While
not shown, it has been calcul ated that the convective component of tho energy

transport 1 s onl y Z^^ of the total transport at 1.Oge ; 5;5 at 10-2ge ; and:

approximately zero elsewhere.

Constitutional supercooling i s 1 mportant i n mul ti component melts. Inc^reasi ng f 1 ui d
motion increases the interfacial normal temperature gradient, as indicated in
Fig. 7. The bulk fluid is more thoroughly mixed and hence a higher temperature
gradient appears near the interface. Again no influence i s felt at gravitational

levels below ZO 4ge where conduction dominates. Fluid motion thus diminishes the

chances for constitutional supercooling to occur.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The cornection phenomenon in Bridgmann-Stockbarger experiments, under varying
gravitational force conditions, was simulated by using a .computational model,. The
results of the preliminary applications of the computational model indicated that,
as expected, if gravitational force conditions can be reduced, the melt convection
phenomenon can also be reduced significantly in the crystal growth experiment.

However, the preliminary applications did not consider various important effects
which exist under reduced gravity conditions, including (1) the effect of reduced
melt convection on the species mass transport in the charge, (2) the effect of
enhanced Coriolis acceleration (force), (3) the effect of enhanced surface tension,.
and (4) the effects of sudden. acceleration or deceleration, that could result from
orbital control requirements. Conei deri ng the cost of space pro3 ects, it i s
important to	 take into account all these important effects in the design and
pl anning of the crystal growth. experiments for future missions. Therefore, a state-
of-the-art, transient, three-dimensional computational. model can be recommended as a
cost-effective design tool for simul ati ng crystal growth experiments under realistic
and detailed microgravity conditions that would exist in actual orbital stations.
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